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Abstract 

The high quality developing financial development will be established explicitly according to studying national policies with China 

central political bureau by president in 2024. The digital economy and artificial intelligence product will be prevalent particularly and 

currently in every corner of our society. At the same time, the stock market is to be replaced by AI diagnosis software where the 

tendency of stock price fluctuated with time can be reminded. The popularity stock can be dominant with the help of that kind of stock 

software. Sustainability financial institution will be advocated and supported with high quality developing reformation urgently and 

prioritizing to. Digital economy as an important entity has been wielding strong effective power impacting currently to conventional 

ones. Specially emphasizing on it will be granted as a new tendency currently where it utilizes its powerful influence into bill of 

traditionally paying and receiving behaviors in common transaction and shopping mall communities at the current prevalent situation. 

We should big advocate talents function in developing innovation product and software and offer them more opportunities and 

developing space. Continuously affording them optimium conditions make them work comfortably and educate them to be expertise 

even experts.  
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Introduction 

This study will discuss the financial innovation of reformation 

through arranging different respects included the macro and micro 

institution reformation. The former is national bank and the latter 

is stock exchange Corporation where the financial innovation 

prevails over dominantly. That has been becoming the destination 

for this study. From entity economy to Stock Exchange Company 

the policies made by them will represent their justice and fair for 

dealing with customers. They can monitor and control the money 

flow where they allocate funds on the whole. Digital economy will 

wield its powerful monitoring function in light of the emergent 

situation at all of common routes and main streaming road for us 

to control the synchronized and reserved scenes. So that the 

detective has been attained securely and conveniently if there is 

any criminal behaviors. The entertainment industrial part can 

provide video effectiveness with three Dimensions fictive action 

scene exceeding out limitation with fascinating video effects. Some 

fiction films have afforded us several hundreds later events edited 

from fiction famous writers who could edit many splendid events 

and stories with imaging smart brain work. [1~6] On the other 

hand, the cartoon program can afford sophisticated and virtual 

effects and functions for simulating the war and saving world 

episode. We should advocate the staffs for making virtual fact 

effect used in big films because they put their wisdom to making 

episode scene for our general ones and produce so many films in 

order to improving ticket selling with near billion yuan to promote 

the economic activity directionally. The stock transaction will 

proceed under quick, stable and healthy principles which can be 

decreasing risk and earning more. If the price is low the fitting 

initial and secure customer is to take in and more shares will be 

earning more. All the joint needs the talents to proceed who is 
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educated with disciplinarily subject in future development of 

institution and factory on the whole. That’s say the expertise talents 

will be needed in near future more and more with establishing new 

subject in university in the end. 

Discussions 

The more fiction films have to impetus current fans to spend more 

money to join the economic recovery after happening world 

financial crisis from 2008 and epidemic 2019. from the crisis of 

Russian and Ukraine conflict the world became shadow of crisis 

and recovery situation where the traditionally industrial 

reformation will become more thrived than before, many countries 

earned the war capital the NATO(North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization) continue to support Ukraine gave sustainability one. 

So for the sake of solving the war in time the peaceful negotiation 

will be play an important role between Russia who needs to give 

up the certain right and Ukraine. To wish them adopt promptly 

negotiation diplomatic methods to cease Russian Ukraine war 

early. The war has maintained more than two years bilateral 

attitude still are not common to attain that negotiation for ending 

the war. Bilateral economic status has already attained the lowest 

one with that war spending. It is the time to carefully consider to 

end the war early with their negotiated attitude. In general, the 

financial market will include clearing form and payment function; 

capital accumulating function; source allocating one; risk 

distributing one and economy regulating one [2]. The beneficial 

enterprise will have characterized new content wielding one where 

the reformation new innovation can be exhibited like fictional 

content etc. The government should look for and find the senario 

collectively and make advantageous privilege for example 

encouraging and privilege capital. Seven nanometer chip 

technology will be proceeded by Huawei therein the huge benefit 

could be attained, which can be advocated and advertised. Such 

key technique can be maintained by China and continue to search 

more technology for us to be processing since those techniques are 

only grasped by several countries and manufacturer. China and 

America trade friction has been happening frequently due to that 

matter so we should keep calm to deal with it. In France Macron 

president proceeds national fair activities for Xijinping chairman 

besides invites Xijinping chairman forwards to specially Hautes-

pyrenees visiting. Two leader’s couple at Tuemalai mountain 

entrance talk and continue to write High Mountain and flowing 

water [3]. China and western countries relationship would proceed 

under unionized and peaceful direction to trade and do diplomatic 

affairs which benefit both sides commonly. For those high secret 

items China can make them by themselves and utilize in their 

devices and search abroad market forwards. Only China owns its 

completely designing and making capacity can it be run away 

more. Not narrate more. Huizheng individual data system has 

below functions: Recruiting data system; high management 

exchange monitor system; aligning position; surrounding capital 

movement; big matter secret solution [4]. [Hainan high speed] 

company has made T+1 and increase limiting; three days three 

stocks internal good share stop profit [5]. [Qingzhu] person earns 

60 thousand yuan in three months; [Feng] person does several 

increase limiting to earn 30 thousand yuan. 

 
Figure 1: Schema between shares and profits in light of the profit 

and total cost curve. 

In Figure 1 the shares with cost could be exhibited whose A, B, C 

represents the shares of c, c′ & c′′ point in profit line. The c, c′ & 

c′′ point expresses the zero, a certain profit, complete one 

respectively while the risk has to increase too, so we better choose 

the share number bigger than c point which has been the 

intersection between total cost curve and profit line. The quadratic 

and linear equations model has been established in light of 

supposing labor, capital, product quantity i.e. Shares. The results 

exhibit 3,500 shares with the cost price 22 yuan will be c point in 

Figure 1, so the more than 3,500~4,000 shares can be beneficial to 

us. If the shares increase to c′′ point the biggest benefit can be 

acquired in spite of increasing risk. The c′′ point is more than 6,000 

shares in light of calculating modeling.  

Table 1: The universities rankings with the world first department 

No. in China [4]. 

  

No. Name 
Department 

Listed No. 
No. Name 

Department 

Listed No. 

1 Zhejiang University 53 7 Sicuan Univeristy 42 

2 Zhongshan University 52 8 Fudan University 42 

3 
Shanghai Jiaotong 

University 
50 9 Zhongnan University 41 
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4 Peking University 49 10 
Huazhong University 

of Technology 
41 

5 Tsinghua University 48 11 Nanjing University 40 

6 Wuhan University 46 12 Xiamen University 40 

In Table 1 the university rankings situation will be exhibited where 

Zhejiang university, Zhongshan University, Shanghai Jiaotong 

university, Peking university, Tsinghua university, Wuhan 

university etc occupies from first to sixth position among Chinese 

universities in 2024, and the corresponding number is 53, 52, 50, 

49, 48, 46 etc. The Xiamen University number attains 40 in turn. 

It expresses that the world first department number is going to 

increase gradually with new one continuing to join for forming new 

cross disciplinarities like AI (artificial intelligence), robotics, 

nuclear energy. There are more department demands in universities 

for potential student to participate by now in first universities in 

China. The first and twelfth has a difference with 13 departments 

which is not small. It says that we must keep up with developing 

new department to hurry up from the view of chasing first 

university in world. Not only innovative department has been 

developed but also the first level one has been done. Because there 

are many universities which have been competitive actively is able 

to promote their level to first position occupying important 

effectiveness. We can not wait for always other help and have little 

change to develop our department that is too negative. For the 

perspective future Chinese university should exhibit their 

capability to be first level altitude to wield their effectiveness in 

world from now on. Like Peking university, Tsinghua University, 

Zhejiang University, Fudan university etc. are wielding their 

effectiveness completely in world universities. We should 

recognize them and advocate them and allow more others to be 

entry the same positions even exceed them to exhibit their high 

wisdom in world. Let us commonly join the torrent to push the 

world look forwards to developing status. The recruiting work may 

enable the college and university graduate to work at department 

of research and development in manufacturer where the 

disciplinarity subject can offer the better position for owning cross 

disciplinarity knowledge to fit better future research with new 

methods. Excellent talents graduated from those famous university 

have to meet the big welcome in institution and manufacturer 

because they own the new subject knowledge to pursue high 

technique research and development in institution of manufacturer. 

Therefore the more first department numbers the university has the 

stronger knowledge graduates have been at all who are contributing 

to developing new items in manufacturers. So in university the 

more leading department and subject has to be cultivated big the 

more prestigious name it has by now therein the many students and 

graduates will be trained and distributed into all kinds of working 

position like higher degree in domestic and oversea even in 

advanced countries like America etc. and famous corporations like 

Huawei group, national units etc.. only if the expertise technique 

has been grasped by our students the speciality demand has been 

required by employers, which has been included. The better 

university graduate he has been, the better position he also has been 

occupying. So from children the expertise training will be 

proceeded in order to educate by a good university through 

promoting capacity for university entrance examination. As we 

knew the key university graduate and general one has big salary 

difference which means good university education will make good 

students with expertise. We should educate many new subject 

talents fitting to the status of artificial intelligence, robotics and 

nuclear energy expertise etc. for developing new era talents 

dedicated to society and university. We should learn western 

developed countries largely because they have many experience to 

educate talents in high technique capability. We don’t wait for 

negatively given by others and positively make a blue diagram in 

advance and proceed it boldly for experimenting once referring to 

west advanced countries. [Junlebao Youjia Pasture: High Calcium 

Milk Powder] has contented high Calcium contributing to bone and 

tooth stable; high Protein dedicating to structure forming and 

growth with main nutrition; dietary fiber dedicating to maintaining 

normal intestinal functions as shown in Table 2 who has three 

advantages processes which is selected ingredients,smart factor, 

professional R &D(Research & Development). It will afford many 

daily essentially nutritional ingredients to our body specially to 

brain spending persons. To wish all of us absorbs the regulated 

milk to maintain our health and long life sincerely. 

 

Table 2: Nutritional ingredient chart of Junlebao Milk Powder in China. 

Items Per 100g Reference value, % 

Energy 1,820KJ 22 

Protein 18g 31 

Fat 16g 27 
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Carbohydrate 52g 17 

Dietary fiber 3g 12 

Sodium(Na) 25mg 13 

Magnesium(Mg) 55mg 18 

Calcium(Ca) 1,000mg 125 

Conclusions 

The enterprise would complete its earning money function under 

creating benefit and amplifying to its extension field with help of 

bank sponsor. So stock market can reflect its effective behavior in 

daily index fluctuation where all kinds of factors can be embodied 

with three stock exchange centers. The government department 

should advocate healthy enterprise like films business for 

advertising national entity and spiritual courage. The transaction 

skill should be learned through books and others primarily and then 

small capital with low price is to proceed with trial. [Hainan high 

speed] company has made T+1 and increase limiting; three days 

three stocks internal good share stop profit. Educating talents 

should be put an important position since they are key factor to 

complete high technique innovation, therefore appointing them 

becomes significant for establishing excellent expertise talents in 

manufacturer’s research and development department 

immediately. We should big advocate talents function in 

developing innovation product and software and offer them more 

opportunities and developing space. 
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